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Reasons to Support the Advancement of   
Rear Admiral Kimmel on the Retired List  

 
Admiral Kimmel was the only qualified flag officer not advanced to his 

highest held wartime rank in accordance with The Officer Personnel Act of 
1947—certainly to an honorable man, a form of punishment.  There are a myriad 
of reasons why the Admiral should be so advanced. Here are some of them: 

1. The giants of WW II—Nimitz, Halsey, King, Spruance, Kinkaid, Burke, and a 
host of others have repeatedly expressed support for Admiral Kimmel; 
2. Six former Chiefs of Naval Operations (CNO), two former Chairmen of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and a Director of Central Intelligence—Crowe, Moorer, 
Burke, Hayward, Holloway, Trost, Zumwalt, Turner—in addition to 26 other four-
star admirals have supported this action in writing; 
3. The only tribunal that accorded Rear Admiral Kimmel the opportunity to defend 
himself, the Naval Court of Inquiry, essentially exonerated him; 
4. There is abundant new information since 1946, most never known to Rear 
Admiral Kimmel, or to investigators, that further justifies this action; and 
5. The requested relief—posthumous advancement—is modest, but serves to 
overcome the last official stigma on this honorable man.  
 
1. The giants of WW II—Nimitz, Halsey, King, Spruance, Kinkaid, Burke, and 
a host of others have repeatedly expressed support for Admiral Kimmel. 
 

CNO Fleet Admiral Nimitz said and wrote: 

"[Secretary of the Navy] Frank Knox was wrong in blaming Kimmel."  (E. B. 
Potter, Nimitz, 1976, p.13.)                                                   

"Admiral Kimmel had been given no information which would justify interrupting a 
very urgent training schedule." (Nimitz & Potter, SEAPOWER, 1960, p.650.) 

Fleet Admiral Halsey wrote: 

"I don't believe there was a flag officer in the Pacific Fleet who did not feel that 
Kimmel was an ideal man for the job. Unfortunately, even an ideal man can't do 
the job without proper tools, and Kimmel did not have them. " 

Concerning Kimmel's decision to save his [36 available] aircraft for future combat 
and not to engage in token long-range reconnaissance without more threat 
information than was contained in the Nov 27th War Warning Message—"Any 
Admiral worth his stars would have made the same choice." 

"Even then, I think everyone present knew that the disaster would be formally 
investigated, but I'll take my oath that not one of us would have guessed that the 
blame would fall on Kimmel, because not one of us thought he deserved it—any 
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part of it.  I want to emphasize my next statement. In all my experience, I have 
never known a Commander in Chief of any United States Fleet who worked 
harder, and under more adverse circumstances, to increase its efficiency and to 
prepare it for war; further, I know of no officer who might have been in command 
at that time who could have done more than Kimmel did. I also want to repeat 
and reemphasize the answer I made when the Roberts Commission asked me 
how I happened to be ready for the Japanese attack. I told them, 'Because of one 
man: Admiral Kimmel.'" (Admiral William F. Halsey, Admiral Halsey's Story, 
McGraw Hill, Inc., New York, 1947, pp. 70, 71, 82.) 

CNO Fleet Admiral King said and wrote: 

"The evidence adduced [against Kimmel] warrants neither trial by general court-
martial nor punishment in any form [emphasis added]. . . ." (King letter to 
Secretary of the Navy Sullivan, 7/14/48.) 

 “[The Roberts Commission] merely selected a scapegoat to satisfy the popular 
demand for fixing the responsibility for the Pearl Harbor debacle. Admiral Kimmel 
was not asked the important questions nor was he given the proper chance to 
speak for himself.  In fact, he was sold down the river as a political expedient.” 
(Thomas Buell, Master of Seapower, Naval Institute Press, 1980, p.350.)  
 
"This Pearl Harbor business has a terrible smell. Something went completely 
wrong with our intelligence activities." (Oral History Interview of George Dyer, 
U.S. Naval Institute, 1969, NHHC; AMOH, p.79.) 
 
Admiral Raymond Spruance, Commander of US forces at the Battle of 
Midway, wrote: 

"I have always felt that Kimmel [was] held responsible for Pearl Harbor in order 
that the American people might have no reason to lose confidence in their 
Government in Washington. This was probably justifiable under the 
circumstances at that time, but it does not justify forever damning [this] fine 
officer." (Spruance letter to Samuel Eliot Morison, 11/29/61.) 

Admiral Thomas Kinkaid, Commander of the Seventh Fleet at the Battle of 
Leyte Gulf, said: 

"I always thought [Kimmel] was very unjustly treated . . . the proceedings [of the 
Roberts Commission] that went into the matters out there were entirely illegal . . . 
. [Kimmel was made a scapegoat]. That's what it was, undoubtedly. Nothing 
else." (Columbia University Oral History, 1961, p.77.) 

CNO & Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Arleigh Burke wrote: 

"It is my judgment that you should approve this posthumous promotion and 
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recommend it to the President . . . . not because of the importance of this matter 
to the Kimmel family but because of the importance to the Navy as an institution." 
(Burke letter to Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, 7/24/91.) 

Commander-in-Chief United States Fleet Admiral J. O. Richardson wrote: 

"I consider that after Pearl Harbor, Admiral Kimmel received the rawest of raw 
deals. . . . 

"I feel that, throughout this affair, Stark utterly failed to display the loyalty 
downward that every subordinate has a right to expect from his superior officer. . 
. . 

"I consider that [CNO] Stark, in failing to pick up the telephone and give Kimmel a 
last-minute alert on the morning of Pearl Harbor, committed a major professional 
lapse . . . . I cannot conceive of how he could have treated Kimmel as he did . . . . 

“The subordinates in a military organization can not stand with their arms raised 
in protective alertness forever. Some superior has to ring a bell that moves the 
subordinate. . . to the center of the ring. That bell was never rung by Kimmel’s 
superiors in Washington. . . .” 
 
"I cannot conceive of any honorable man being able to recall his service as a 
member of [the Roberts] Commission without great regret and the deepest 
feeling of shame. Its procedures should have outraged every American. I believe 
that the Report of the Roberts Commission was the most unfair, unjust, and 
deceptively dishonest document ever printed by the Government Printing Office." 
(J. O. Richardson, On The Treadmill to Pearl Harbor, 1973, pp. 450-451, 453-
454.) 

CNO Admiral William Standley said and wrote: 

"I knew from first hand experience the shortcomings of our base at Pearl Harbor, 
for which . . . Kimmel [was] in no way responsible. . . . 

"I can't help regretting that Admiral Kimmel had to go.  I have never seen the 
Fleet in a higher state of efficiency than was evidenced during the course of our 
investigations at Pearl Harbor. . . . 

"I felt quite sure that nothing would be done to correct any inequities in 
punishment already administered or withheld. (William H. Standley, Admiral 
Ambassador to Russia, pp. 82, 83, 88.) 

"Owen Roberts' performance [as chairman of the Roberts Commission of which 
Standley was a member] was crooked as a snake." (John Toland, Infamy, p. 
337.) 
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Samuel Eliot Morison, official naval historian for WWII wrote: 
 
"I have come out of this study with a more charitable feeling toward Gen. Short 
and Adm. Kimmel than I felt before. It seems to me that they are, to put it briefly, 
no more blamable than a number of people in Washington—Turner and Gerow, 
Marshall, Miles, [and] Wilkinson. If I were pushed to name one person as being 
more careless or stupid than all the rest it would be Admiral Richmond Kelly 
Turner. 
 
 “If you and your [Naval Academy Alumni Association] friends are getting up any 
sort of petition to have Admiral Kimmel’s status restored or record changed, you 
can count on me to sign it. Mrs. [Roberta] Wohlstetter: Rand Corp. Report, which 
is largely responsible for changing my views, ought to be thanked.” (Samuel Eliot 
Morison's 1961 Letter to Admiral Shafroth, P/USNAAA.) 
 
Commander-in-Chief Asiatic Fleet Admiral Harry Yarnell wrote: 
 
“The most disgraceful feature of the whole affair was the evident determination 
on the part of Washington to fasten the blame on the Hawaiian commanders. 
One of the strongest impressions of the affair is the lack of moral courage of 
anyone in Washington from the President down to accept in the slightest degree 
any blame for the tragedy in the face of overwhelming evidence that their 
incompetence and stupidity was entirely responsible for what happened. . . . 
 
“Stark and Marshall could have raised their reputations greatly by candidly 
admitting that their failure to send vital information to Pearl Harbor was the cause 
of the disaster. 
 
“Yet they tried to defend themselves by failures of memory and the absurd stand 
that Short and Kimmel had all the information that was necessary. 
(Admiral Yarnell letter to Charles Rugg, dated July 5, 1946, authors’ file # 1934.) 
 
Kimmel Counsel Charles Rugg Letter to Admiral Yarnell, 12/9/46 
 
“The story on [Kimmel leaving the Harris Company] was astounding. Harris got 
for his firm the job of rebuilding Guam….He arranged for Kimmel…to head the 
San Francisco office…to be in charge of it….word came from the Navy 
Department…that, if Kimmel had anything to do with the project the contracts 
with Harris would be cancelled, also intimating that they did not want Kimmel to 
stay with the Harris firm any more.” (Rugg to Yarnell 12/9/46, author’s file 2272.) 
 
Admiral Patrick Bellinger Testimony to the Hart Investigation 
 
“Considering shortages and deficiencies, other necessary deployment of forces, 
such as expansion training and development of facilities, and lacking unity of 
command, little if any more in the way of readiness could be expected. It is 
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believed that Admiral Kimmel saw this picture very realistically and I know of no 
man who, under the circumstances, could have done more.”  (26PHA140; 
Admiral Patrick Bellinger, Naval aviation legend and former Chief of Staff to CNO 
King.) 
 
“FDR and his cohorts…failed to keep Admiral Kimmel informed of information 
that was available—information that the simplest mind would have known was of 
vital importance to the protection of the Pacific Fleet.” 
(Bellinger, Paolo E. Coletta, 1987; Admiral Bellinger, Naval aviation legend & 
former Chief of Staff to CNO King.) 
 
Capt. W. D. Puleston, USN, Director of Naval Intelligence 1934-37 
 
Kimmel was “unjustly sacrificed with Short to shield the shortcomings of the 
President and High Command in Washington, who as Stimson has revealed 
sought to entice Japan into striking the first blow.” 
(W. D. Puleston, “Admiral Kimmel’s Story,” Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science, 300: 139, July 1955.) 
 
Major General Glen Edgerton, USA, Governor Panama Canal Zone 1940-
1944 
 
I read those dispatches the same way you all did, Leary, as warnings against 
sabotage. I know that Alaska and the Philippines did the same. We all put our 
planes in tight circles and had them patrolled by sentries. (LCOL Herbert Fairfax 
Leary, Jr., USA, Esq. letter to E. R. Kimmel, Esq., February 2, 1990.) 
 
General Andrew Goodpaster wrote: 
 
“With nothing less than our country’s honor still at stake, may, we hope, finally 
restore to Admiral Kimmel and General Short the respect they deserve.” (Michael 
Gannon, Pearl Harbor Betrayed, 2001, endorsement by General Andrew 
Goodpaster, NATO Commander (1969-1974), Former Superintendent West 
Point.) 
 
Captain Edward “Ned” Beach, USN, wrote: 
 
“Kimmel and Short paid a high price for Pearl Harbor.  They were deprived of 
their good names while others of equal or greater guilt—MacArthur, Marshall, 
Stark, even Roosevelt—were absolved or not even accused . . . . Now, half a 
century later, we have an obligation to address the question of truth and justice, 
one of the founding canons of our national system. Our country must not 
continue to perpetuate a lie.” (Ned Beach, Scapegoats, 1995, book jacket; he 
survived 11 WW II submarine war patrols, circumnavigated the world submerged 
in USS Triton, and authored Run Silent Run Deep. Beach Hall, housing the 
United States Naval Institute is named after him.) 
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Captain Joseph Taussig, USN, on Pearl Harbor Radar wrote: 
 
"I do not...think it strange that the so-called ‘radar warning’ was ignored, for, as 
Sir Winston might have put it, it had much to be ignored about.  On 7 December 
1941, this experimental equipment was extremely unreliable, mostly because it 
was, so to speak, ‘false-return-prone.’  A flight of gulls, for example, could snafu 
the entire system, and anyone purporting to see a ‘flight of bombers’ on an ‘A-
scope,’ circa December 1941, was indeed a seer of great perception.  One 
aircraft made the same mess on the scope as a hundred—and any number of 
boats, ships, and sea gulls could do the same thing.” (Captain Joseph K. 
Taussig, Jr., USN (Ret.), “I Remember Pearl Harbor,” Naval Institute of 
Proceedings, December 1972. Ensign Taussig was awarded the Navy Cross & 
Purple Heart for his actions on the USS Nevada during the attack.) 
 
Captain Joseph Taussig, USN, on Pearl Harbor Guns 
 
"In sum and substance, the Fleet actually lacked an anti-aircraft protection worthy 
of the name.  It is, in fact, remarkable, that any Japanese aircraft   were actually 
shot down by these batteries! This was not the fault of the crews.  They were 
drilled incessantly, and performed perfectly.  It was purely a matter of equipment 
. . . .  the weaponry intended to defend against air attack was incapable of 
meeting the threat posed by the Japanese.” (Captain Joseph K. Taussig, Jr., 
USN (Ret.), “I Remember Pearl Harbor,” Naval Institute of Proceedings, 
December 1972.) 
 
General Henry Russell, APHB Member wrote: 
 
"I believed then and believe now that all those responsible for our defeat at Pearl 
Harbor should have been dealt with alike. If one was driven out of the Service all 
should have been. If one was forgiven, all should have been. To select an 
individual as a sacrifice for the sins of the group was not only unfair, but was 
downright despicable. To me the conduct of those in high places, after the attack, 
was dishonest and inexcusable.” (Henry Russell, Pearl Harbor Story, 2001, 
p.160.)   
 
Army Pearl Harbor Board Top Secret Report: 
 
“Where information has a vital bearing upon actions to be taken by field 
commanders, and this information cannot be disclosed. . . to the field 
commanders, it is incumbent upon the War Department then to assume the 
responsibility for specific directions to the theater commanders. This is an 
exception to the admirable policy of. . . complete responsibility upon the. . . field 
commanders. Short [and Kimmel] got neither form of assistance from the War 
Department. The War Department had the information. All they had to do was 
either to give it to Short [or Kimmel] or give [them] directions based upon 
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it.” (3PHA1444, 39PHA221-230.) 
 
MacArthur’s Intelligence Chief—General Charles Willoughby: 

The sequence of messages referred to, had they been known to a competent 
intelligence officer with Battle Order and tactical background, beginning with 
November 14th, would have led instantly to the inescapable conclusion that Pearl 
Harbor naval installations were a target for attack, with November 25th or 
November 29th as the deadlines, suggesting irresistibly that elapsed time was 
involved, for some sort of naval seaborne sortie. (C. A. Willoughby, Major 
General, G. S. C., Asst. Chief of Staff, G-2, General Headquarters, SWPA. 
Affidavit dated 8 May 1945; 35PHA87.)  
 
[We knew that] Honolulu cabled Tokyo [Magic] reports on general ship movements. In 
October [Tokyo’s] instructions were sharpened. Tokyo called for specific instead of 
general reports. In November, the daily reports [from Honolulu only] were on a grid 
system . . . this was no longer a case of diplomatic curiosity; co-ordinate grid is the 
classical method for pin-point target designation; our battleships had suddenly become 
“targets.” We drew our own conclusions and . . . took up beach positions long before 
the Japanese landings. (Charles A. Willoughby, MacArthur 1941-1951,1954, page 22.) 

Admiral Robert Theobald wrote: 

After studying the [Bomb-Plot Message], no military intelligence organization could fail 
to reach that deduction . . . . [that it was] to prepare the detailed plan for a surprise 
attack on the major units of the Fleet moored there. (Admiral Robert A. Theobald, The 
Final Secret of Pearl Harbor, 1954, page 46.) 

William Friedman, Army Security Agency—The Man Who Broke Purple: 
 
[Referring to the preceding Admiral Theobald quote] Here I think is the kernel of 
the nut—the secret of why the U. S. was taken by surprise. I have underlined the 
phrase “no military intelligence organization” in the foregoing extract [from 
Theobald, p. 46] because I think that our military and naval intelligence 
organizations had serious defects at that time—and I think they still do….” 
 
The Washington authorities were culpable . . . maybe a lot more culpable than 
were [Kimmel and Short]. 
(William F. Friedman, “CERTAIN ASPECTS OF ‘MAGIC’ IN THE 
CRYPTOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF THE VARIOUS OFFICIAL 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE ATTACK ON PEARL HARBOR,” 1957, pp.55 & 
65, Declassified by NSA 11/13/13; released 3/20/15.) 
 
Colonel Alfred McCormack— Secretary Stimson’s Choice to Fix MAGIC: 
 
“When the sudden attack on Pearl Harbor occurred, it became apparent that the 
event had been clearly foreshadowed in the Japanese traffic of 1941. The 
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Secretary of War and no doubt others then concluded that the traffic had not 
been given sufficiently close attention.” (SRH-116, “Origin, Function and 
Problems of the Special Branch, MIS,” memorandum for Col. Carter W. Clarke 
from Col. Alfred McCormack, 15 April 1943, page 5. Declassified 2/27/1981.) 
 
CJCS/CNO/Pearl Harbor Survivor Admiral Thomas Moorer:  
 
“If Nelson and Napoleon had been at Pearl Harbor, it would have made no 
difference.”  (Moorer letter to VADM David Richardson, 5/22/91, author’s file 
2165.) 
 
FDR Aide Admiral John McCrea: 

 

“If an officer who was a combination of Lord Nelson, Commodore Barry, and John 
Paul Jones had been CINCPAC the result at Pearl Harbor would not have changed 
one bit.” (Edward Hanify letter to Capt. Thomas Kimmel, 1/31/90 quoting Admiral 
McCrea former aide to CNO Stark and FDR.) 

 

CNO Stark’s Naval Aide Vice Admiral William Smedberg III: 

 

“I'd been in Kimmel’s…destroyer squadron…and there was never a man in the Navy 
who worked harder to prepare a Navy for war than Kimmel. He put us through things 
that no other squadron commander had ever done, and it kept us on our toes. Kimmel 
was a man who really, I think, would have been a great wartime commander and had 
already done a great deal to get his fleet ready with what he had. He was just caught 
in a vise. He was the fall guy on the scene. It was just criminal…. because all his life 
he had done more than his contemporaries to get the fleet ready—every unit he'd ever 
had.” (Paul Stillwell, Air Raid: Pearl Harbor!, Naval Institute Press,1981, “Aide to 
Admiral Stark,” Vice Admiral William R. Smedberg III, p. 94.) 

 

General Albert C. Wedemeyer: 
 
“My confidence in [Marshall’s] integrity, his loyalty to principles and friends had 
been shaken but not destroyed by the testimony he gave before the Army Board 
investigating Pearl Harbor. . . . No doubt I had been naive. . . . Although not too 
much has been made of our code-breaking activities, we knew enough about 
Japanese intentions in November 1941 to have forestalled any attack upon us, 
anywhere.” (General Wedemeyer, Wedemeyer Reports, 1958, pp. 382-3, 397, 
429.) 
 
RADM Mac Showers WWII Codebreaker, who successfully lead the 
initiative to posthumously award Joe Rochefort a DSM:  
 
“I am one of the school who thinks that Admiral Kimmel has been made a 
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scapegoat.” (See video at: https://youtu.be/TZwf36FJo_Q 
 
Commander Joe Rochefort 
 
“Kimmel and Short were unjustly treated, and set up as scapegoats to cover up 
the even greater sins of omission perpetuated by higher-ups in Washington. The 
‘so-called Roberts thing’ was ‘a travesty of justice.’” 
 
“Purple [MAGIC] gave [the bomb-plot message]  ‘a real sharp and current 
meaning’ signaling Pearl Harbor’s status as a potential target. If Pearl had had a 
Purple machine, [I] would have ‘jumped through a window, if necessary, to get to 
Kimmel and Short in a hurry.’” 
 
“‘I am sure that at least Layton and myself could have made a better evaluation 
of the significance of [MAGIC] than the people in Washington apparently made.’” 
(Rochefort oral history, USNI, pp. 156, 160, 269; Elliott Carlson, Joe Rochefort’s 
War, Naval Institute Press, 2011, pp. 156, 225, 272.) 
 
Pacific Fleet Intelligence Officer Edwin Layton 

 

“I took the matter up directly with my opposite number in the navy department….I 

frankly expressed my concern and Kimmel's belief that we were being 

shortchanged on diplomatic intelligence and urged him to make sure that he sent 

us intercepted Japanese traffic on a regular basis. As the political situation with 

Japan was becoming increasingly tense, I also suggested to McCollum that 

Station Hypo be allowed to retain two of its most experienced Japanese 

language officers. More than a month went by before I received his ‘Dear Eddie’ 

letter. McCollum gave what amounted to a stinging formal brush-off to both my 

requests. Washington, he maintained, was responsible for ‘evaluating the 

political situation’ and ‘matters of security, which would be very difficult to solve’ 

made it impractical to send us diplomatic intercepts. As he put it:  

 

‘I should think that forces afloat should, in general, confine themselves to 

the estimates of the strategic and tactical situations with which they will be 

confronted when the time of action arrives. The material you mention can 

necessarily have but passing and transient interest as action in the 

political sphere is determined by the government as a whole and not by 

the forces afloat.’ (10PHA4846.) 

 

Washington's decision that diplomatic intelligence was ‘none of Pearl Harbor's 
business’ was to have fatal repercussions eight months later.” (Rear Admiral 
Edwin Layton, AND I WAS THERE, 1985, p. 91) 
 

https://youtu.be/TZwf36FJo_Q
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Admiral Layton on Kimmel’s Strategy after Pearl Harbor 
 
“The strategy that Kimmel drew up in those first dark days of war was to prove so 
sound that it governed Pacific Fleet operations for the first six months of the war.” 
(Admiral Edwin Layton, And I Was There, Quill, William Morrow, New York, 
1985,p. 330.) 

 
 

John V. Connorton, Author Connorton Report, 9/42 
 
Told his eldest son that, Admiral Kimmel “had been the ‘scapegoat for the Pearl 
Harbor attack-and the failures of many.’” (Interview and correspondence with 
John V. Connorton Jr., 2015; Connorton to Inman, draft letter, un-dated, courtesy 
of John V. Connorton Jr.; AMOH, pp 280-1.) 
 
"It can safely be said," Connorton wrote, that the Japanese "had determined to 
attack Pearl Harbor as early as September 24th, if not before. Evidence for this 
last statement comes from the very detailed plans requested from Japanese 
agents in Honolulu, and the minute attention paid to every inch of Pearl Harbor in 
the Instructions from Tokyo.” (SRH 012 The Role of Radio Intelligence in the 
American-Japanese Naval War, August 1941-June 1942, Vol. I, September 
1942, RIP 87Z, Entry AI 9002, Boxes 6 and 7, RG 457, NARA.) 
 
 
Director of Naval History, Admiral Samuel Cox’s Pearl Harbor Day 
Message, 12/7/16: 
 
[An] unstated reason [for denying Kimmel a requested court-martial] is that a trial 
would have risked the reputations of many senior military and government 
officials in Washington, who were far more culpable of the failures that led to 
surprise at Pearl Harbor than Kimmel was. 
 
Vice President Joe Biden: 
 
“[The Kimmel and Short matter] is the most tragic injustice in American military 
history.” (Senator Biden to Manning Kimmel, 10/1/07, Rock Hill, SC, while 
offering to take Manning’s DVD message to President Bush.) 
 
2. Six former Chiefs of Naval Operations (CNO), two former Chairmen of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and a Director of Central Intelligence—Crowe, Moorer, 
Burke, Hayward, Holloway, Trost, Zumwalt, Turner—in addition to 26 other 
four-star admirals have supported this action in writing. 
 
For a complete list of 4-star supporters see this website at: 
pearlharbor911attacks.com 
 

http://www.pearlharbor911attacks.com/
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3. The only tribunal that accorded Rear Admiral Kimmel the opportunity to 
defend himself, the Naval Court of Inquiry, virtually exonerated him. 
 

Only one of the ten tribunals that investigated the attack accorded Admiral 
Kimmel the opportunity to call and to cross-examine witnesses, the Naval Court 
of Inquiry. Accordingly, the Naval Court of Inquiry found: 

1.  That there was not a scintilla of evidence to support a charge of dereliction of 
duty against Admiral Kimmel; 

2.  That Admiral Kimmel committed no errors of judgment; 

3.  That all of Admiral Kimmel's force dispositions were appropriate on the basis 
of information that he was given; and 

4.  The President of the Court, Admiral Murfin, opined that they thought Admiral 
Kimmel had done everything possible under the circumstances. 

Lastly, the Court severely criticized Admiral Kimmel's only uniformed boss in the 
Navy, Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Stark, for not keeping Kimmel properly 
informed. 
 
 The Navy Department refused to release the Court’s findings. 
 

In short, the Navy Department under its then leadership deliberately 
deprived Admiral Kimmel of the vindication to which its own formal process 
entitled him. 

 
4. There is abundant new information since 1946, most never known to 
Rear Admiral Kimmel, or to investigators, that further justifies this action. 
 

New extraordinary evidence exists. Consider some of what is newly 
revealed in the November 2016 book, A MATTER OF HONOR, PEARL 
HARBOR: BETRYAL, BLAME AND A FAMILY’S QUEST FOR JUSTICE, by 
Anthony Summers & Robbyn Swan: 
 
i. How false testimony and false evidence provided to investigators did Admiral 
Kimmel and General Short (K&S) irreparable prejudice. Providers of false 
information as officers and decent human beings, knowing full well what they had 
done, had an obligation to rectify the prejudice to K&S from such deplorable 
misinformation. They did not do so. (See pp. 91, 276, 277, 398, 458.)    That 
alone should be enough to compel the relief sought—posthumous advancement 
of K&S on the retired list.   
 
ii. How MAGIC was discussed freely with the Roberts Commission in 1941 when 
an impression could be left that K&S had MAGIC, but, in 1944 when that was no 
longer possible, the Navy and War Departments declared that MAGIC could not 
be discussed with the Naval Court of Inquiry (NCI), or the Army Pearl Harbor 
Board (APHB). (See pp. 276, 311, 318-22, 458, 468.) 
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iii. How Admiral Kimmel came to be the only qualified flag officer in WW II not 
advanced under the Officer Personnel Act of 1947.     Chief of Naval Personnel 
Vice Admiral James Holloway, Jr. recommended advancement of Kimmel in his 
April 27, 1954 memorandum (Vice Admiral James Holloway, Jr. memorandum to 
the Secretary of the Navy, under date of 27 APR 1954.) noting that, in 1948, the 
Navy Department merely omitted the name of Admiral Kimmel from the list of flag 
officers whose promotion was authorized—that would be everyone else. This 
was done without any reference to Kimmel’s, or anyone’s performance, 
constituting a belated special disciplinary action of a punitive kind taken without 
notice to the officer specifically singled out by such omission, Admiral Kimmel. 
(See pp. 352, 476.) 
 
iv. How the Navy Department misled Kimmel regarding the known threat from air-
dropped shallow-water torpedoes; (See pp.  82-9, 395-7.) 
   
v. How the Navy Department misled Kimmel regarding available spy reports. 
(See pp. 108-10, 112-21, 402-7, Chapters 13-16.) 
   
vi. How the Navy Department misled Kimmel regarding the November 26, 1941 
American Note/Ultimatum to Japan. (See p. 182 regarding Marshall and Stark’s 
November 5, 1941 Joint Memo to FDR recommending no ultimatum be sent to 
Japan.) [Tom Kimmel note: A copy of the Joint Memo was sent to Kimmel but no 
follow-up advising him that FDR ignored their recommendation was sent. (PHA, 
Part 16, pp. 2220-1)]      
vii. How Admiral Kimmel was manipulated into retirement. (See pp. 283-7, 460-
1.) 
viii. How perjury before the NCI was even worse than perjury before the APHB. 
(See pp. 91, 318-22, 398, 468.)   

 
On this website at: pearlharbor911attacks.com, are three memoranda and 

several videos by Michael Gannon, distinguished Service Professor Emeritus of 
History from the University of Florida and author of Pearl Harbor Betrayed - The 
True Story of a Man and a Nation Under Attack, published in 2001, which sets 
forth three examples of such extraordinary evidence, which, each standing alone, 
more than justifies overturning decisions made more than 50 years ago.     
 
Professor Gannon’s three memoranda are: 
(1) “Admiral Kimmel and the Question of the Pacific Fleet’s State of Readiness;” 
(2) “Admiral Kimmel and the Question of Distant Aerial Reconnaissance;” and 
(3) “Admiral Kimmel and the Question of Shallow Water Torpedoes.” 
 
         These memoranda must be reviewed carefully. They shed new light on 
events which transpired more than 75 years ago, which, if known to the decision 
makers of that time, could easily have brought forth a contrary decision, and 
which, now, just as easily justify overturning the decision made more than 75 
years ago. 

http://www.pearlharbor911attacks.com/
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5. The requested relief—posthumous advancement—is modest, but serves 
to overcome the last official stigma on this honorable man.  
 
 Admiral Kimmel is the only naval officer otherwise qualified under the 
Officer Personnel Act of 1947 not to receive its benefit—retirement at his highest 
temporary rank in World War II. 
 

The Dorn Report argues that, "Using advancement or promotion to 
compensate . . . . for harsh treatment in the media, as a form of official apology 
or as a symbolic act . . . .  would be manifestly unfair to those who earned 
advancement based on performance, and would imply a double standard for 
advancement in the armed services. The highest retired grades to which an 
officer may aspire should not be conferred on anyone as an apology. Rather, 
those grades should be reserved for those officers whose performance stands 
out above others.” (Dorn Report, page V-3.) 
 

Apparently Dorn Committee investigators were not aware of the following 
three army major generals that were allowed to retire at their highest held 
temporary ranks achieved in World War II in accordance with provisions of the 
Officer Personnel Act of 1947 in spite of performance.   
 
Major General John Lucas 
General Lucas's superiors expected some kind of offensive action from him at 
Anzio.  Lucas instead strengthened his defenses.  Winston Churchill said, “I had 
hoped we were hurling a wildcat into the shore, but all we got was a stranded 
whale.”  Historian John Keegan said, Lucas's actions "achieved the worst of both 
worlds, exposing his forces to risk without imposing any on the enemy."  General 
Lucas was relieved of his command on February 23, 1942 and replaced by 
General Lucian Truscott. 
 
Major General Henry Miller 
Seven weeks before D-Day General Miller, a member of General Spaatz’s Army 
Air Corps staff, drunk at a nightclub in London, Claridges, proceeded to take bets 
that the D-Day invasion would occur before June 15, 1944.  General Spaatz 
placed General Miller under house arrest. General Eisenhower demoted General 
Miller to colonel and returned him to the States. 
 
Major General Lloyd Fredenhall 
“II Corps commander [at Kasserine Pass, North Africa] proved to be utterly 
incompetent, remaining in his headquarters some 80 miles from the front and 
failing even once to visit front line units prior to the German attack.”   General 
Fredenhall was relieved and replaced by General Patton. Kasserine Pass cost 
the Germans 2,000 men and the Allies about 10,000 men, of which 6,500 were 
Americans.  (See Carlo D’este, Eisenhower A Soldier’s Life, Henry Holt and 
Company, New York, 2002, pp. 394-400, 487, 503.)  
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  The Dorn Report indicates there is nothing in the record to explain why 
Kimmel was excluded from the Officer Personnel Act of 1947. In this regard, it is 
interesting to note that not only did the Navy Department take this arbitrary action 
against Kimmel, it previously had gone so far as to threaten Kimmel’s civilian 
employer with loss of Navy contracts, if he continued to employ Kimmel.  This 
fact was known to the Dorn Report team, but excluded from the Dorn Report. 
See “A Tale of Two Letters,” by Tom Kimmel and Don Reed on website: 
pearlharbor911attacks.com for details. 

http://www.pearlharbor911attacks.com/

